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294. (1991). In Memoriam, Dr. Frances Gitelson, Faculty Club, Stanford University, Stanford, Cal., March 3.
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The Paradigmatic Journey of Psychoanalysis. The 1993 Simmel- Fenichel Lecture of the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Society and Institute, Los Angeles, CA, March 5.
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*******************************************************************

Papers Delivered. Unpublished (partial list)
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From the work of Leo Rangell. The Human Core. The intrapsychic basis of behavior. Three Plenary Addresses to 30th Anniversary Celebration of the Mexican Psychoanalytic Assn., Puebla, Mexico, December 3.


The Human Core. The Intrapsychic Base of Behavior. Two Lectures. Visiting Scholar, Sigmund Freud Chair, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, April 24-25, 1988.

Charles Brenner Visiting Professor, Wisconsin Psychoanalytic Society and Institute, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, November 1994.

The H. Lee Hall Lecture, Atlanta Psychoanalytic Society and Institute, Spring 1995.


